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Abstract
The two main challenges that prevent the translation of fluorine-19 (19F) MRI for inflammation
monitoring or cell tracking into clinical practice are 1) the relatively low signal-to-noise ratio generated by
the injected perfluorocarbons (PFC), which necessitates long scan times, and 2) the need for regulatory
approval and a high biocompatibility of PFCs that are also suitable for MRI. ABL-101, an emulsion of
perfluoro(t-butylcyclohexane), is a third-generation PFC that is already used in clinical trials, but has not
yet been used for 19F MRI. The objective of this study was therefore to assess the performance of ABL-101
as a 19F MRI tracer. At magnetic field strengths of 3, 9.4, and 14.1T, the CF3 groups of ABL-101 generated
a large well-separated singlet with T2/T1 ratios >0.27, >0.14 and >0.05, respectively. All relaxation times
decreased with the increase of magnetic field strength. The detection limit of ABL-101 in a 0.25mm3 voxel
at 3T, 37°C and with a 3-minute acquisition time was 7.21mM. After intravenous injection, the clearance
half-lives of the ABL-101
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F MR signal in mouse (n=3) spleen and liver were 6.85±0.45 days and

3.20±0.35 days, respectively. These results demonstrate that ABL-101 has 19F MR characteristics that are
similar to those of PFCs developed specifically for MRI, while it has clearance half-lives similar to PFCs
that have previously been used in large doses in non-MRI clinical trials. Overall, ABL-101 is thus a very
promising candidate tracer for future clinical trials that use 19F MRI for cell tracking or the monitoring of
inflammation.
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Introduction
While fluorine-19 magnetic resonance imaging (19F MRI) has existed for several decades,1 it has
seen a resurgence as a tool for inflammation monitoring and cell tracking in recent years. 2 Due to the lack
of natural 19F atoms in the human body, the received MR signal only originates from injected compounds,
which makes the 19F MR signal highly specific and directly proportional to the local concentration of the
fluorine-containing compound. The most commonly used 19F MR tracers are emulsions of perfluorocarbons
(PFCs), chemically inert molecules that have previously been injected in large volumes (>0.5 L) in clinical
trials in patients as blood volume expanders.3 After intravenous administration, PFCs are phagocytized by
immune cells and predominantly removed from the circulation through exhalation and the
reticuloendothelial system. Furthermore, given that PFCs are both lipophobic and hydrophobic,3 they
rapidly clear from a tissue once the cell that carries them releases them or dies. Therefore, the change in
their concentration (and thus 19F MR signal) directly reflects changes in the concentration of the cells that
were carrying them over time,4 which makes
inflammation imaging. For these reasons,
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F MRI a unique non-invasive monitoring tool for
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F MRI has already been used in pre-clinical studies for

inflammation monitoring in diseases such as myocardial infarction,5 inflammatory bowel disease,6
myocarditis,7 cancer,8 atherosclerosis,9 and brain inflammation,10 while pre-clinical cell tracking has been
demonstrated for both stem cells11 and leukocytes.12 In humans, to our best knowledge PFCs have only been
imaged to locally track dendritic cells at the site of injection.13
There are two main challenges for the translation of
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F MRI into clinical practice. The first

challenge is the relatively low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 19F MRI: the low concentration (on the order
of mM at best) of injected PFC in the targeted tissues generates a small signal compared to routine 1H MRI.
The need for a sufficiently high SNR therefore limits the usable pulse sequences and often necessitates
signal averaging, which leads to long acquisition times. The second challenge is the need for PFCs with a
good biocompatibility while also being suitable for
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F MRI. While the former is being incrementally
3

addressed through the development of optimized hardware,10 pulse sequences14 and signal processing
methods,15 the latter challenge usually requires a larger investment: bringing a new compound from initial
proposal to regulatory approval requires a series of costly preclinical and clinical trials.
Several studies that envisaged the translation of 19F MRI to the clinic have therefore focused on
emulsions of perfluorooctyl bromide (PFOB, also known as perflubron and Oxygent)16 and perfluorodecalin
(PFD, used in Fluosol and Perftoran), since these have been used in previous clinical trials and have
promising short clearance half-lives in the body. However, both PFOB and PFD have unfavorable MRI
properties: since their
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F groups are not magnetically equivalent and result in multiple resonances,

developments of MR pulse sequences are needed to either acquire the signal of all resonances in more time,17
or to acquire only a small part of the resonances at the cost of signal loss, all while avoiding complications
from the signal of multiple resonances.18 Other studies have instead focused on molecules with favorable
MRI properties, such as perfluoropolyether (PFPE, Celsense Inc, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA), of which
the clearance half-life is unknown, or Perfecta,19 which has never been used in clinical trials.
An alternative might therefore be ABL-101 (previously known as Oxycyte), which is a third generation
intravenous PFC emulsion that is currently being developed by Aurum Biosciences Ltd (Glasgow, United
Kingdom) for combined diagnostic and therapeutic clinical application in acute ischemic stroke. 20,21 ABL101 consists of perfluoro(t-butylcyclohexane) molecules in a 60% w/v concentration in saline, with egg
phospholipid as an emulsifier.22 Perfluoro(t-butylcyclohexane) consists of five magnetically inequivalent
CF2 groups and a CF group on a hexane ring as well as three magnetically equivalent CF3 groups in the tertbutyl part (Figure 1a). Its molecular formula is C10F20 and it has a molar mass of 500.08g/mol. It was initially
developed for oxygen delivery after traumatic brain injury (by Tenax Therapeutics Inc, Morrisville, NC,
USA), and its capacity as an oxygen carrier was among others investigated in animal models of brain
injury,20,23 and acute respiratory distress syndrome.24 Its capacity to enhance microvascular blood flow was
also investigated in an animal model of arterial gas embolism.25 Moreover, ABL-101 has already been used
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in several clinical trials (including a safety trial) on traumatic brain injury, 26,27 while a trial on its use after
stroke is ongoing.28
Given the promising regulatory status and physiological aspects of ABL-101, the goal of this study was
to characterize ABL-101 for its use as a 19F MRI tracer. More specifically, the relaxation times at various
magnetic field strengths and temperatures as well as its detection limit and clearance from the mouse spleen
and liver were determined and compared to those of other PFCs used for 19F MRI.

Methods
Phantom preparation
A sample of ABL-101 was graciously provided by Aurum Biosciences Ltd (Glasgow, United
Kingdom), and was used to make phantoms for both MRI and NMR experiments. The ABL-101 emulsion
was guaranteed to be stable over a four-year storage period with a specific gravity of 1.25 – 1.35 and an
osmolality of 280 – 400 mOsm/kg as well as a particle diameter ≤600 nm for 90% of the particles and ≤300
nm for 50% of the particles. Undiluted ABL-101 had a PFC concentration of 1.20 M, or a 19F concentration
of 24 M. An MRI phantom was constructed for the detection limit experiments, and consisted of five NMR
tubes with different mixes of ABL-101 and agar gel (2% w/v in distilled water, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis,
Missouri, USA) to provide a wide range of ABL-101 concentrations: 300.0 mM, 149.8 mM, 75.0 mM, 37.2
mM and 0mM, from tube 1 to tube 5, respectively. The five tubes were embedded in a 50 ml tube with the
agar solution and no ABL-101. Agar was chosen in order to create gel phantoms with a structure close to
that of soft tissue, given that ABL-101 will mostly be taken up in inflammation sites of soft tissues and
organs of the reticuloendothelial system.
Two NMR tubes were prepared for the relaxometry experiments, one with pure ABL-101 (1.20 M
PFC), and one with a mix of ABL-101 and 2% w/v agar (0.300M PFC), the same as used in tube 1 of the
MRI phantom.
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Relaxometry
NMR spectra were acquired on a 9.4 T spectrometer (AV4 400 MHz, Bruker, Billerica,
Massachusetts, USA) equipped with a broadband fluorine observe (BBFO) 5 mm probe, and on a 14.1 T
spectrometer (AV3HD 600 MHz, Bruker) equipped with an N2-cooled broadband observe (BBO) 5 mm
cryoprobe. The chemical shift reference was trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). T1 and T2 relaxation times were
measured at 24°C and 37°C in both NMR tubes, and both at the CF3 resonance frequency (f) and four
resonance frequencies that belong to the strongly J-coupled CF-CF2 group of peaks (f = -115, -125, -138, 144 ppm). The T1 relaxation times were obtained by acquiring a saturation recovery with 16 variable delays
(vd = 0.001-5 s) and applying an inverted exponential decay fit.
When possible, the T2 relaxation times were obtained by acquiring a Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG)
n(τ-π-τ) echo train acquisition with τ = 10 ms and with 16 variable counter increments (n = 1-30), and
applying an exponential decay fit.
MRI was performed on a 3 T clinical MR scanner (MAGNETOM Prisma, Siemens Healthcare,
Erlangen, Germany) with a 35-mm RF volume coil that is tunable to both 1H and 19F frequencies (Rapid
Biomedical, Rimpar, Germany).
The T1 and T2 relaxation times of the CF3 resonance and the highest peak of the CF-CF2 resonances
were measured at 24°C and 37°C in both NMR tubes. The T1 relaxation times were measured with an
unlocalized inversion recovery spin echo with short adiabatic RF pulses (a hyperbolic secant inversion pulse
with duration 4 ms, a 90° BIR-4 excitation pulse with duration 5.1 ms, and a hyperbolic tangent refocusing
pulse with duration 4.1 ms), repetition time/echo time TR/TE = 10´000/10 ms, and 16 averages. Eight
inversion times from 25 ms to 4000 ms were acquired. The same excitation and refocusing RF pulses were
used in an unlocalized spin echo for the determination of the T2 relaxation time of the highest peak of the
CF-CF2 resonances, with seven TE from 10 ms to 1000 ms. A CPMG multi-echo spin echo pulse sequence
with two constant spoiler gradient pairs was used to map the T 2 relaxation time at the CF3 frequency with
the following parameters: TR = 7000 ms, echo spacing 30 ms, echo train length ETL = 32, pixel bandwidth
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BW = 175 Hz/px, matrix size 128x128, slice thickness 20 mm, spatial resolution 1x1 mm2, and total
acquisition time 14min49 s. The first echo was not used since it lacks the minor contribution of stimulated
echoes of the later points, and would skew the T2 fit.29 Image intensities were averaged for a large
homogeneous region of interest in the vials, and T2 values were calculated from a curve fit of these averaged
intensities.
All relaxation times were expressed as relaxation time ± standard deviation that were obtained from
the exponential fit calculation.

Pulse sequence optimization
For the TSE pulse sequence, Bloch equation simulations were performed in MATLAB
(MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA) to generate maps of the signal per unit time as a function of TR,
ETL and BW for the ABL-101 T1 and T2 relaxation times at 3 T, at both 24°C and 37°C, and for both the
CF3 resonance and the highest frequency of the CF-CF2 multiplet. The optimized parameters were defined
as those that enabled the maximum signal strength per unit time.14,30 The simulations were run with and
without a longitudinal magnetization restoration (LMR) RF pulse of -90° after the echo train.
For the bSSFP pulse sequence, the optimal flip angle α was calculated as:31
𝑇 /𝑇 −1

𝛼 = arccos𝑇1 /𝑇2 +1.
1

2

[1]

Detection limits
The lowest detectable concentration for a given scan time (i.e. the detection limit) of ABL-101 was
determined with the five-tube phantom described above, at the CF3 resonance frequency. The acquisition
was performed with a 3D TSE pulse sequence with the LMR off and on, as well as with the bSSFP pulse
sequence. For the abovementioned TSE pulse sequence, the excitation and refocusing RF pulses were
modified sinc pulses with durations of 3.84ms and 5.12ms, and bandwidths of 1360Hz and 680Hz,
respectively. The optimized TR and ETL, as well as the following parameters were used: matrix size =
128x64, 32 slices, spatial resolution = 0.5x0.5x1 mm3. The bSSFP pulse sequence was used with the
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optimized flip angle, TE/TR = 5.17ms/10.3ms, matrix size = 128x128, 32 slices, and spatial resolution =
0.5x0.5x1 mm3. The SNR was measured for each tube as the ratio between the average of the signal intensity
of the segmented tube and the standard deviation of the background signal (SDnoise), selected as a large
region of interest (ROI) outside the phantom. A linear fit was then made with SNR as function of the ABL101 concentration. The detection limit was defined as the Rose criterion,32 i.e. the concentration at which
the SNR = 4.
The common animal anesthetic isoflurane might generate a confounding signal in 19F MR images
when ABL-101 is used, and thus reduce the specificity of 19F MRI.33,34 To test this, a syringe with pure
ABL-101 and a syringe with pure isoflurane were imaged together with the abovementioned TSE pulse
sequence; once with the transmitter frequency set to the closest isoflurane resonance, and once set to the
ABL-101 CF3 resonance.

Biological half-life
A longitudinal study was performed on C56Bl/6 male mice (n=3, Charles River Laboratories,
L’Arbresle, France). Permission from the local Animal Ethics Committee was obtained for all animal
experiments performed in this study. Tail vein injections of ABL-101 were performed with a dosage of 3
ml/kg body weight, which is equivalent to the highest dose administered in clinical trials using this PFC
emulsion.26-28 The injection volume was 73±5 µl of ABL-101 (for a mouse weight 24.6±1.4 g).
The mice were scanned once a week, starting at day 1 after injection. In compliance with the ethics
protocol, no further scan sessions would be scheduled after week four if the 19F signal intensity was lower
than half the 19F signal measured at week one.
The imaging protocol was as follows: a 1H 3D gradient-recalled echo (GRE) pulse sequence was
used for anatomical localization, with TR/TE = 50/3.18 ms, flip angle = 40°, BW = 270 Hz/px, matrix size
= 64x64, number of slices = 32, isotropic spatial resolution = 1 mm3. For 19F MRI, a 3D TSE pulse sequence
was acquired with the same RF pulses as mentioned above and with the parameters defined for the CF 3
frequency at 37°C (TR/TE = 2900/13 ms, ETL = 32 and BW = 130 Hz/px), matrix size = 64 x 64, slices =
8

32, isotropic spatial resolution = 1 mm3, number of averages = 6, and a total acquisition time = 20 min 50
s.
Anesthesia was induced with 3% isoflurane in oxygen for ~2 minutes and then reduced to 1.5-2%
isoflurane for the duration of the scan. A tubing system with circulating hot water placed on top of the mouse
body was used to maintain the mouse temperature at 37±0.5°C. The mouse temperature and respiration were
monitored with a rectal probe and a respiration pillow placed beneath the mouse abdomen, respectively (SA
Instruments, Stony Brook, New York, USA).
Images were reconstructed from raw data with MATLAB. The threshold of the 19F images was set
at 4×SDnoise, which removed 97% of the background noise signal. Interpolation and co-registration of the
19

F images to 1H images was performed to allow the 1H/19F overlay for visualization purposes. Segmentation

of the spleen and liver was performed after thresholding on the unprocessed raw 19F images: high signal
intensity ROIs were drawn through multiple slices in the spleen and liver. Published sizes and locations of
the mouse spleen35 and liver36 were used as a ROI size reference. An exponential decay fit of the SNR
measured in spleen and liver as a function of the acquisition dates was performed for each mouse with the
following equation:
𝑆(𝑡) =  𝑆0 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝜆𝑡) ,

[2]

where S is the SNR measured at time t, S0 is the SNR at t=0 and λ is the reaction rate coefficient. The
clearance half-life was then defined as 𝑡1/2 =

ln(2)
𝜆

and is expressed as average ± standard deviation of the

individual clearance half-lives of the three mice used for the in vivo experiment for both the spleen and the
liver.

Results
The ABL-101 spectrum consists of a main resonance (from the CF3 groups) and a multiplet of
smaller resonances that corresponds to the J-coupled CF and CF2 groups at a distance of >50 ppm (Figure
1).
9

Relaxation times
The T1 and T2 relaxation times of ABL-101 both decreased with the increase of the magnetic field
strength (Table 1). At both 9.4 T and 14.1 T and for both tested temperatures, when measured at the CF 3
resonance frequency, the pure ABL-101 consistently had a slightly lower T1 relaxation time than the agar
mix. While this behavior was observed as well for the T2 relaxation time at 14.1 T, it was inverted at 9.4 T:
the T2 relaxation time of pure ABL-101 was slightly higher than that of the agar mix for both tested
temperatures (Table 1). The T1 and T2 relaxation curves at both temperatures followed their models very
well and could be fitted with high precision (R2 > 0.999, Figure 2). The T2/T1 ratios of the CF3 peak at 3 T
in the ABL-101-agar-mix tube were similar at 0.31 and 0.27 at 24°C and 37°C respectively. The T2/T1 ratios
in pure ABL-101 were at 0.39 and 0.29 at 24°C and 37°C, respectively. The T 1 relaxation time of the four
investigated CF-CF2 resonances varied from 804±6 at 24°C to 1237±10 ms at 37°C (Table 2). The T2
relaxation times measured at 3 T for the largest resonance of the CF-CF2 groups were on the order of 4-5
ms.

Optimized pulse sequence parameters
The relaxation times of the CF3 resonance allowed for a broad optimum for the TSE pulse sequence,
both without and with the LMR (Figure 3). While the temperature had a large influence on the parameters
for both the CF3 and CF-CF2 resonances, the use of the LMR pulse only had an effect on the optimal
parameters at the CF3 frequency. At the CF3 frequency at 3 T, the optimized flip angle for the bSSFP pulse
sequence varied little, from 64° to 57°, respectively (Table 3), despite the variations in relaxation times
between 24°C and 37°C.

Detection limits
The multi-compartment ABL-101 phantom resulted in homogeneous
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F signals without any

ghosting artifacts (Figure 4a). All linear regressions fitted the SNR measurements very well (R 2 > 0.99 for
all, Figure 4b), and the ABL-101 detection limit of the three pulse sequences at both temperatures were all
on the same order (Table 4).
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In the scans with the isoflurane and ABL-101 vials, the closest isoflurane resonance had a frequency
difference of 21ppm with that of ABL-101 (~2500Hz at 3T). When the transmitter frequency for the 19F
TSE was set to the resonance frequency of either of the compounds, only the vial with that compound was
visible in the resulting image (Figure 5).

Biological half-life
19

F MR signal was observed in the spleen and liver of all mice at day 1 after injection. No effect of

the injection on the mice was observed. The signal was cleared from the liver at day 15 already and remained
visible in the spleen until the last measurement (Figure 6c-f). The size of the segmented spleen in the
unprocessed 19F images was 0.046 ± 0.001 cm3, and the size of the segmented liver was 0.79 ± 0.17 cm3.
The clearance half-life from the spleen and liver were 6.85 ± 0.45 days and 3.20 ± 0.35 days,
respectively (Figure 6g).

Discussion
We successfully characterized the relaxation times, detection limits and biological half-life of the
perfluorocarbon emulsion ABL-101 at several magnetic field strengths and temperatures in order to evaluate
its potential as a tracer for fluorine-19 MRI.
In the MR spectrum, the 9 fluorine atoms of the CF3 groups result in an uncoupled singlet with a
chemical shift difference of >50 ppm from the CF-CF2 multiplet. This allows for the use of routine pulse
sequences at the CF3 frequency without any ghosting artifacts from the CF-CF2 multiplet with most
excitation and refocusing bandwidths. Conversely, in this manner only 9/20 fluorine atoms in the
perfluoro(t-butylcyclohexane) molecule are used for imaging, which leads to a lower total signal than if all
20 atoms would be excited. Similarly, only exciting the CF-CF2 multiplet with an ultrashort-TE bSSFP pulse
sequence37 will only excite the other 11/20 atoms. The above-mentioned large chemical shift between the
singlet and multiplet and the small chemical shifts between the individual CF-CF2 resonances will make
recently published pulse sequences that do acquire signal from multiple resonances 17,38 quite challenging
due to the required RF bandwidths.
11

On the one hand, when comparing the ABL-101 CF3 singlet to other PFCs routinely used for 19F
MRI, the 9 contributing atoms are fewer than the 20 of perfluoro-15-crown-5-ether (PFCE) and 48 of PFPE
(Celsense). On the other hand, these emulsions tend to be prepared at lower 19F concentrations around 4 M39
compared to the 24 M of ABL-101, meaning that higher effective doses of ABL-101 can be injected with
an equivalent volume. Furthermore, when comparing the well-separated ABL-101 CF3 singlet to singlets of
PFCs that have been used in clinical trials, the 9 atoms generate more signal than the equivalent 3 and 4
atoms of PFOB and PFD, while the 19F concentration in the emulsion is similar at 20-24 M.40
The T2/T1 ratio of ABL-101 compare in a similar manner to those of other PFCs that have a similar
spectral profile. Interestingly at 9.4 T and 37°C the T2/T1 ratio of the ABL-101 CF3 group was more similar
to that of PFD, which does not have any CF3 groups, than that of the CF3 group of PFOB.40 This might be
caused by a combination of the different magnetic shielding of these groups, the size and structure of the
various molecules, and the presence of the bromine atom in PFOB. At 3 T, the T2/T1 ratio was not as high
as that of PFCE but was very close to those of PFOB and PFPE at 24°C and 37°C.39 This indicates that the
obtained SNR per unit of time and per 19F atom of the pulse sequences should be at least as good as that for
PFOB or PFPE at 3 T. Both the T1 and the T2 relaxation times decreased with increasing magnetic field
strength, although the T2 values decreased more strongly, as also seen for other PFCs.41 Only J-coupled T2
values were measured for the CF2 multiplet at 3 T, since the RF bandwidth could not be decreased to
selectively excite the CF and CF2 peaks. The true J-coupled T2 relaxation times might be even shorter than
what we were able to measure with the relatively slow spin echo sequence; overall this would make these
resonances rather unsuitable for MRI. It should also be noted that residual small stimulated echo
contributions might cause the T2 values to be slightly overestimated at 3T due to the use of constant spoiler
gradients in the CPMG multi-echo spin echo pulse sequence.
Colotti et al. investigated the difference in relaxation times between various in vitro and ex vivo
PFPE samples, and observed a mild inﬂuence (≤13%) of the difference in relaxation times on the acquisition
efficiency.30 We expect that ABL-101 would demonstrate similarly mild differences in relaxation times in
12

various in vitro and ex vivo conditions. Furthermore, no in vivo relaxation time were measured in this study,
because an unlocalized measurement would result in a mix of many tissue compartments with different
conditions, while mapping the relaxation times with acceptable precision would most likely take too long.
Measuring these could be of interest for future studies though.
Given that the relaxation times of ABL-101 at 3 T are very similar to those of the CF3 resonance of
PFOB, the optimized pulse sequence parameters are also very similar.39 The detection limits of the various
optimized pulse sequences were fairly comparable, with a performance loss for all at 37°C compared to at
24°C, most likely due to the longer T1 relaxation time. This was also observed in the detection limit
calculations by Colotti et al.39 Furthermore, since the same MR scanner, RF coil and temperature as well as
a similarly optimized TSE and bSSFP pulse sequences were used in those detection limit calculations, these
values can be directly compared, and the detection limit of ABL-101 is lower than that of other investigated
PFCs (PFPE, PFCE and PFOB) with all pulse sequences at the exception of the detection limit of the PFCE
determined with the bSSFP pulse sequence. Our optimization techniques and predicted optima agreed also
well with those suggested in prior studies by Faber et al.42 and Constantinides et al.,43 but since we use
different RF coils and magnetic field strengths, the sensitivities or SNR levels cannot be compared between
the studies.
When translating the optimized imaging parameters to the clinical setting, certain parameter
combinations together with specific RF coils and body parts might lead to SAR constraints, in which case
parameters might need to be adapted and a slightly reduced SNR efficiency will be obtained.
The imaging experiment of the syringes with the anesthetic isoflurane and ABL-101 demonstrated
that no isoflurane could be detected when acquiring images at the ABL-101 CF3 frequency and vice versa.
This was confirmed in the in vivo study, where the isoflurane did not generate confounding signals in the
subcutaneous fat of the mice.
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The longitudinal data acquired from the three mice administered with ABL-101 suggests a clearance
half-life in the spleen of 6.85 ± 0.45 days at a dose of 3 ml/kg. This tissue clearance is shorter than those
determined with MRI for other PFCs such as PFCE, PFOB, and PFD, (250 days, 12 days, and 9 days,
respectively).40 Although this encouraging result might be due to the lower injected dose in our study (since
prior studies for PFOB with lower doses found similar clearance half-lives of 3 to 8 days),3,44 this low
injected quantity is the upper dose used in clinical trials, and indicates that clearance at lower doses might
even be faster.
There are several limitations to this study. A low number of animals was used in the clearance
substudy, and the clearance of only one dose was described. A smaller ABL-101 dose was in fact tried, but
it mostly failed due to the low precision of the tail vein injections. The reported relatively broad particle size
distribution in the emulsion might cause the emulsion to be taken up by a range of cell types, and might
impact the specificity for inflammation imaging and cell tracking. However, it should be noted that in past
clinical trials, the emulsion was homogenized with a mixing procedure prior to intravenous clinical use.
Finally the 19F relaxation times of PFCs are also known to be affected by the oxygen tension, to point that
the relaxation times can be used for non-invasive measurement of oxygen tension.45,46 However, we did not
assess this influence in this study, and it might thus be an interesting subject for future studies, especially
given that ABL-101 is being assessed for improved oxygen delivery in clinical trials.
In conclusion, the characteristics of ABL-101 as a
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F MRI tracer are similar to those of PFCs

developed specifically for MRI, while ABL-101 has a clearance half-life similar to PFCs that have been
used in large doses in clinical trials. Overall, ABL-101 appears to be the best of both worlds, and is thus a
very promising candidate for future clinical trials that include 19F MRI for cell tracking or inflammation
monitoring.
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Tables
Table 1. Fluorine-19 relaxation times of the ABL-101 CF3 resonance. The T1 and T2 relaxation times
were measured at temperatures of 24°C and 37°C, and at magnetic field strengths of 3 T, 9.4 T and 14.1 T.
Pure ABL-101 had a PFC concentration of 1.2 M (19F concentration 24 M), while the ABL-101-agar mix
had a PFC concentration of 0.30M (19F concentration 6.0 M).

3T
Phantom

T1 [ms]

9.4 T
T2 [ms]

T1 [ms]

14.1 T
T2 [ms]

T1 [ms]

T2 [ms]

20

24°C
ABL-101-agar mix

1098 ± 48

344 ± 2

886 ± 4

121 ± 10

677 ± 10

56 ± 4

ABL-101

900 ± 29

353 ± 7

865 ± 1

149 ± 3

640 ± 15

40 ± 6

37°C
ABL-101-agar mix

1646 ± 25

443 ± 13

1060 ± 8

147 ± 12

827 ± 15

62 ± 6

ABL-101

1560 ± 19

455 ± 8

1051 ± 4

208 ± 5

791 ± 25

38 ± 4

Table 2. Fluorine-19 relaxation times at the ABL-101 CF-CF2 resonance frequencies. The T2 relaxation
times were too short to be measured at 9.4 T.

3T
Frequency (ppm)
Phantom

9.4 T

-115
T1 [ms]

-115

-125

T2 [ms]

-138

-144

T1 [ms]
24°C

ABL-101-agar mix
ABL-101

1091 ± 22

4.6 ± 1.6

914 ± 9

865 ± 10

816 ± 15

1220 ± 60

-

-

913 ± 2

873 ± 6

804 ± 6

1045 ± 6

37°C
ABL-101-agar mix
ABL-101

1715 ± 58

4.2 ±1.8

1090 ± 13

1035 ± 13

953 ± 13

1210 ± 30

-

-

1116 ± 5

1060 ± 5

983 ± 8

1237 ± 10

Table 3. Optimized pulse sequence parameters for ABL-101 at 24°C and 37°C, at 3 T. The optimized
parameters of the TSE pulse sequence were calculated for BW = 130Hz/px and TE = 13 ms for the CF 3
resonance and BW = 250 Hz/px and TE = 8.9 ms for the highest resonance of the CF-CF2 groups. LMR =
longitudinal magnetization restoration. The optimized flip angles of the bSSFP pulse sequence were
calculated with the relaxation times of pure ABL-101.

21

TSE (LMR off)
Frequency

TR [ms]

TSE (LMR on)

ETL

TR [ms]

bSSFP

ETL (-)

flip angle (°)

24°C
CF3

1777

26

800

12

64

CF-CF2 group

1370

1

1380

1

7

37°C
CF3

2857

35

1180

15

57

CF-CF2 group

2150

1

2150

1

6

Table 4. Detection limits of ABL-101 with three pulse sequences. The detection limit indicates the
concentration that will result in SNR=4 at the acquired voxel size of 0.25mm3 and the respective acquisition
duration. These concentrations are then normalized to the 19F atom content per PFC molecule, an acquisition
duration of 10min, and a voxel size of 1mm3, as per Colotti et al.30

PFC detection limit
(mM)

Temperature (°C)

TSE (LMR off)

TSE (LMR on)

bSSFP

24

5.88

6.44

11.6

37

7.21

7.75

14.5

203 s

211 s

51.6 s

24

17.1

19.2

17.0

37

21.3

23.1

21.3

Acquisition time
Normalized 19F
detection limit (mM)
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Figure 1. ABL-101 perfluorocarbon structure and spectrum. a. Perfluoro(t-butylcyclohexane), the
perfluorocarbon in ABL-101, is composed of 5 CF2 groups, 1 CF group and 3 CF3 groups. b. The ABL-101
spectrum consists of a large singlet that corresponds to the CF3 groups, and a multiplet of several smaller
resonances (inset) that corresponds to the J-coupled CF-CF2 groups. This spectrum was obtained at 14.1 T
with the resonance frequency of trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) set to 0 ppm.
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Figure 2. Representative T1 and T2 relaxations of the ABL-101 CF3 resonance in an agar gel. a. The
T1 relaxation and its curve fit at 3T and 24°C. b. The T1 relaxation and its curve fit at 3T and 37°C. c. The
T2 relaxation and its curve fit at 3T and 24°C. d. The T2 relaxation and its curve fit at 3T and 37°C. All
relaxation curves could be fitted precisely with their model, and resulted in R2 ≥ 0.999. The first echo of
both T2 relaxation curves was not used since it lacks the minor contribution of stimulated echoes of the later
points, and would skew the T2 fit.
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Figure 3. TSE parameter optimization for the pure ABL-101 CF3 resonance at 3 T and 37°C. Maps of
the normalized signal intensity with the longitudinal magnetization restoration (LMR) a. off and b. on. The
optimized parameters were ETL = 35, TR = 2857 ms for LMR off and ETL = 15, TR = 1180 ms for LMR
on, with BW = 130 Hz/px and TE = 13 ms for both simulations (white crosses). Both optima are relatively
broad and require large parameter changes for an effect on the acquisition efficiency.
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Figure 4. Detection limit of ABL-101 at 3 T. a. 19F image of the ABL-101 phantom: four tubes are visible;
the red ROI of the fifth tube without ABL-101 only contains noise. b. Fit of the SNR in the tubes as a
function of the corresponding ABL-101 concentration. The dotted line indicates the Rose criterion, below
which signal can be confused with noise (SNR = 4). A linear fit (solid line) provided a detection limit of
5.88 mM of ABL-101 for an acquisition time of 203 seconds at 24°C.
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Figure 5. A demonstration of the sufficiently large spectral separation between the isoflurane and
ABL-101 resonances. a. A 1H reference image through a tube with isoflurane and a tube with ABL-101. b.
A 19F TSE image with the resonance frequency set to the isoflurane peak closest to that of ABL-101. The
isoflurane tube is visible, while the ABL-101 tube is not. c. When the ABL-101 resonance frequency is
used, the visibilities are switched and only the ABL-101 tube is visible.
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Figure 6. Detection of ABL-101 signal in mouse liver and spleen at 3 T and related clearance halflives. a, b. 1H images of the mouse anatomy, c, d. 19F images and e, f. fusion of the 1H and 19F images, one
and 21 days after injection respectively. One day after injection, the 19F signal is visible in both the spleen
and liver (white arrows). Signal was also observed in potential lymph nodes (dotted arrows). Twenty-one
days after injection, the 19F signal is visible in the spleen only and was completely cleared from the liver. A
small ghosting artifact that continues in adjacent slices and that bled out from the very strong signal of the
reference tube can be observed in the 19F image (dashed arrow). g. SNR measurements from day one to day
21 after ABL-101 injection (n = 3 animals, ABL-101 dosage = 3 mL/kg). The clearance from the liver was
extremely fast since no 19F signal was observed after 15 days.
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